
 

 
Coventry and Warwickshire Local Enterprise Partnership Limited  

Board Meeting  
Monday 27th July 2020 - via Zoom conference call 

 
In Attendance: 
Nick Abell (Interim Chair)   Wright Hassall 
Jonathan Browning    CWLEP 
Sean Farnell    Burgis & Bullock, C&W Chamber/FSB 
Zamurad Hussain    HBT Communications 
Parveen Rai    Rai Properties Ltd 
Helen Peters    Shakespeare’s England 
Nick Spencer    Jaguar Land Rover 
Stuart Croft    University of Warwick 
Clive Winters (obo John Latham)  Coventry University 
Tony Minhas    Foleshill Metal Finishing Ltd 
Jess Jeetly    Jeetly Fashions 
Cllr Peter Butlin    Warwickshire County Council 
Cllr Tony Jefferson   Stratford District Council 
Cllr Andrew Day    Warwick District Council 
Cllr Jill Simpson-Vince   Rugby Borough Council 
Cllr Julie Jackson    Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Council 
Cllr Jim O’Boyle    Coventry City Council 
Cllr David Bill    Hinckley and Bosworth Borough Council (Observer) 
 
Executives in Attendance: 
Martin Yardley    CWLEP 
Paula Deas    CWLEP 
Nicola Cox     CWLEP 
Kate Hughes    CWLEP 
Iain Patrick    CWLEP 
Barry Hastie    Coventry City Council 
Craig Humphrey    CWLEP Growth Hub 
Steve Maxey    North Warwickshire District Council 
 
Apologies: 
Marion Plant    North Warwickshire and South Leicestershire College 
Sarah Windrum    Emerald Group  
Monica Fogarty    Warwickshire County Council 
Cllr David Wright    North Warwickshire District Council 
Louise Bennett    Chamber of Commerce  
Ria Jones    Coventry City Council  
Lee Osbourne    FSB 
 
Others in Attendance: 
Michelle Nutt    BEIS and C&LoG Team 
Richard Hutchins    Warwick University 
Dave Ayton-Hill    Warwickshire County Council 
Adam Dent    Advent Communications 
Andy Williams    Coventry City Council 
Bill Cullen    Hinckley and Bosworth Borough Council 
Bill Blincoe    CWLEP Growth Hub 
Judy Kilgallon    Coventry City Council 
Graham Waring    Rolton Group 
Ian Hadrill    Rolton Group 
Ewan Cross    Rolton Group 
Cheryl Hines    WMCA 
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Item 
No. 

Agenda Item Action 
Owner 

1. Welcome and Apologies 
The Chair called the meeting to order welcoming everyone. 
Apologies received from Louise Bennett, Sarah Windrum, Marion Plant, Monica Fogarty, Ria 
Jones, Lee Osbourne, and Cllr David Wright. 
 

 

2. Call for Declarations of Interest and AOB Items 
Declarations of Interest: - Stuart Croft Item 8b, Nick Abell Item 8a, Cllr Tony Jefferson Item 8b, 
Cllr Julie Jackson Item 8b, Cllr Andrew Day Item 8b, Cllr Jill Simpson-Vince Item 8b, 
 

 

3. Approval of Minutes and Actions from previous meeting 
The minutes of the last meeting held on 1st June 2020 were approved.  
Agreement signaled by SC and SF and others. All actions completed or covered in this agenda. 
 

 

4. Board Matters and Chair’s Briefing 
NA noted that he had been in the Interim Chair position for some months and is working with 
the Executive to determine an appropriate timeline to appoint the next Chair. 
An action plan will be put in place reported back to the Board at the earliest opportunity. 
Since the last Board again has been very busy with a lot of activity with the CA. SA is now 
covering on the WMCA SED Board and feeding into discussion on the regional economic 
strategy. 
A couple of round tables hosted by ME and MHCLG attended by HP and a Nadhim Zahawi/BEIS 
meeting attend by JJy on behalf of the LEP. 
HP updated the meeting on the ME/MHCLG looking at the impact of Covid on the Tourism and 
Visitor economy and resulted in several calls on government for further support particularly 
with furloughing through to 2021. The key being to help with consumer confidence and 
safeguarding of key employers in the sector. 
JJy reported the focus was on levelling off the UK economy noting that both Engineering and 
Manufacturing is well understood and focused on the Energy White paper due in the autumn 
with a focus on net zero emissions. The major discussion was around the £3b green investment 
scheme to upgrade homes and promoting investment in green tech startups. 
TM gave an update on the Manufacturing Technology Institute Commission which covers within 
its brief automotive and aerospace sectors, which focused on the fragility of the manufacturing 
sector within the region. This focused on three key areas, financial and the reliance on short 
term finance, Secondly local infrastructure, and issues around power availability. More private 
sector engagement appeared to be needed. 
NA remans involved with LEP Network activity and CWLEP is contributing to a WM LEP 
submission in response to the white paper covering our successful involvement. 
NA also attended the first Anchor Institutions Group meeting which includes the local Hospitals. 
Champions help another on-line event which was very well attended. 
Na noted that Lotus were relocating part of their operation to Wellesbourne which is excellent 
news for the region and sector. 
JB recognised the appreciation of the Board for NA in his position of interim chair and asked for 
more clarity to be given on the current interim status and timing. 
 

 
 
 

Exec 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

5. CWLEP Economic Reset 
NA noted that it was now 4 months since the start of the pandemic and we are now at the stage 
where lockdown is easing and the economy is moving towards greater levels of activity and we 
need to support our businesses and communities whilst being alert to any second spikes. Our 
understanding through the LA’s, the Chamber, FSB and Growth Hub and local businesses is very 
strong. LB noted that our intel and communication to businesses has been exceptional but 
believes the job retention scheme has not be as successful and is just tapering the 
unemployment position. In addition, more focus for hospitality, tourism and leisure sector is 
needed with much more longer standing financial support.  
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PD noted that LA’s, CWLEP, the Chamber and Growth Hub would be looking to consolidate 
efforts around bespoke communications for our own communities giving very targeted 
messages to assist businesses where there are any situations giving rise to second spikes. 
PD explain the difficulty is completing the reset document whilst being focused on short term 
funding requirements in line with the detailed principles. The forecast activity between March 
and December was outlined including the deflection of the Getting Building Fund submission, 
Focus should now be on any further announcements, the white paper on national infrastructure 
plan and a spending review together with our planned activity for the rest of the year. The next 
few months are critical to following our principles to deliver a medium-term strategy for our 
region. These are a good match to government policy drivers which will help us secure future 
funding. The full reset narrative will follow alongside any emerging national policy. We will also 
combine our input efforts for the CSR which is to be in by 24th September which will need to be 
reviewed by the Board before the next scheduled Board meeting in October. 
SC believes this is not what should be done, and we should be more ambitious, taking a lead on 
what can be rescued out of the current economic situation, facing the enormity of the 
challenge. We should try to be more visionary. 
NA noted that with the parliamentary recess there may be more opportunity to follow the 
bigger picture. 
TJ is in full support of the suggestion by SC, unemployment is likely to be far worse than most 
people anticipate. Those coming off furlough are likely to move straight into unemployment. 
NA suggested asked all to pull together their current thoughts on the sectors and locality within 
the next few days to help underpin the strategy being pulled together by the Executive. 
SC was asked to help facilitate a session where we could create an ambitious set of targets and 
initiatives and facilitate actions to help define the area and provide some academic input. 
NA noted we should use the time between now and the next board to focusing on economics. 
SC pointed out that this was now seen as incredibly urgent or it was not worth doing. Addressing 
this now is critical to maintaining our inward investment position. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All 
 

SC 
 
 
 

 

6. Growth Hub – Economic Headlines 
CH advised that in collaboration with partners the Smart Report, which is now produced 
fortnightly, within each report a focus on a specific sector has been made. We can be confident 
across C&W that decisions we need to make are based on informed evidence. In particular, 
furlough data shows we have around 820k on furlough across WM, 32% of jobs in the region. 
This equates to 586k across the three LEP region which includes 130k across C&W. Coventry has 
46k whilst Warwickshire has 84k of these. In general, it is young people who are adversely 
affected this shows an increase youth unemployment of 134% across C&W. We have attracted a 
young dynamic and economically active workforce in which HE and FE have played a crucial role. 
In our recovery they will need to play that crucial role again.  
CH noted the reach of the Growth Hub and the real time data collected, that is currently 
pointing to a lot of redundancies to come. 
One of the crucial instruments to support the recovery is the CWFindit platform which now has 
nearly 1000 companies registered with opportunities of £897m. A further grant scheme will be 
made available to SME’s in early August, aimed mainly at the Visitor economy. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 Business Group Leads 
PD noted there is now material, momentum, commitment, and activity that now needs to be 
prioritised. Business Groups are supported by around 150 contributors which has created a 
wealth of ideas. Terms of reference have been established, shared priority’s agreed, links 
created, and interdependencies noted. PD outlined the GBF position in relation to the projects 
put forward. In terms of next steps there needs to be more interconnectivity across the groups, 
reaffirm the ambitions of C&W, focus on our project pipeline, links into the strategy setting 
group. 

 

 Culture and Tourism 
HP noted that the £1,57bn package to support the Tourism sector was very welcome but 
awaiting more details, some sector top line figures are known. HP checked information from 
supported organisations but no further details. Loan levels remain unconfirmed and cover this 
financial year only which could prove to be a major issue. The mix of grants and loans may not 
necessarily help depending on the size of organization and the capability to repay. 
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HP agreed to report back once more information is available. 
The £10m Kickstart in tourism package still also requires more information, this to be 
administered through the Growth Hub. 
Places of worship were already very well placed, risk assessed, and covid secure prepared in 
readiness for welcoming participants back. 
City of Culture dates have been confirmed and run from May 2021 to April 2022 with new 
branding currently being launched. 
Enjoy Summer Safely campaign to be extended into autumn. 
 

7. Regeneration of Coventry 
JOB introduced what is happening in the city center and the master plan for City Centre South 
and noted some of the other changes that have been happening. Coventry Point has now been 
demolished as part of this at a cost of £4m. 
MY noted the planning changes and the proportion of occupancy take up between retail and 
residential. Flexibility in the future use of buildings is key. All evidence that is seen now points to 
a change in use in the high street and therefore the planning application needs to reflect this.  
In the first 10 years buildings can see a change in usage without the need for a planning 
application. MY further outlined the concept around a new anchor store with the flexibility on 
usage for individual units within the store and how crucial it is that it connects to the public 
realm route in from the rail station. The public consultation for this was all done through the 
internet. Planning application to be submitted by the end of the year with a view to being ready 
to build by 2022 and completion by 2024. 
JSV asked how the split between retail and residential was arrived at?  
MY explained after sampling the market the nature of retail has been reducing and that 
investors are not up to speed and did not want to invest in an older retail scheme. The mix of 
the space and tenure of the space is important with an ongoing income stream which includes 
from residential rentals. The mix is still a challenge and the pavilion scheme is still experimental. 
JOB noted there is definitely a shift towards city centre living. 
NS questioned what thoughts and allowance has been made for transportation in this change? 
JOB explained the drivers and ongoing changes in this area. MT added that this subject has been 
subject to consultation and there needs to be a balance answer to accommodate the many 
challenges that are faced by transport needs and wants. How people navigate around the city 
centre is key. 
NS requested that this subject matter should be a subject of a future Board review. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exec 
 

8. Programme Delivery Board 
PD noted that Item 8c is just an update item and can be circulated to the Board after the 
meeting. This re-affirms the confirmation of what is in the recharge document.  
Item 8a, the report is taken as read, with the July recommendation to be endorsed by the Board.  
The summary report from the PDB shows a very healthy position in respect of the remaining 
£15m LGF, we await confirmation from BEIS of the release of funding to support the final phase. 
PD gave an overview of the current red projects and the issues being scrutinized by the PDB 
including the City Centre South current application. In terms of Friargate and the Coventry 
connectivity project, there are supply issues with granite from China. However, the milestones 
to assist driving the project will mean we will on schedule to achieve the expected outputs. 
The Transforming Nuneaton project is showing a significant spend shortfall around property 
negotiation issues and acquiring vacant possession. The appointment of a new developer has 
increased confidence that the project milestones will be met. It is also important to note 
Nuneaton will be a beneficiary of the future High Street Fund activities work. 
The Europa Way project has managed a large turn around and confidence is high this can be 
completed. Also, work is ongoing on a newly contracted CWG project with spend earmarked for 
Q4. Assurances have been received from WDC that this spend will be achieved. 
The last Amber rated project is the CU AME project and closing of the legal agreement to ensure 
no claw back of spend will be required. 
The Duplex fund was now moving forward having had several small issues addressed. 
Activities are being covered when possible in the media to show progress is being made and 
helping the recovery of the economy. 
 

 
 

Exec 
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JB noted how well the challenges of the LGF has been handled and questioned if the backloading 
of spend was achievable or there are contingency plans in place if needed? 
NA explained how the PDB had approached the potential backloading of funds and what gave 
rise to the issue. 
JB noted the response and asked all Public sector leaders to be pro-active and ask their teams to 
ensure the spend is met where they can facilitate this. We need to maintain the reputation that 
as a LEP we deliver. 
 
Ricoh Arena 
AW updated the Board on the current Ricoh Arena funding bid noting it should be considered 
along side the GBF report with the two elements being linked, with multiple funding sources to 
be considered in an attempt to spread the risk. Its important to realise that this asset supports 
the wider sub region. The arena will host activities every day during CWG 2020. 
A business case was submitted in May and an independent assessor was appointed to review 
this and carry financial due diligence. Details of the project were summarized. Arena Coventry 
are seeking grant funding for approximately £6m and have been asked to review this value and 
elements of the business case need to be addressed. This project fits very well with the strategic 
economic plan and the local industrial strategy. Also, there is a request through GBF for more 
fund to compliment this project and be ready for CWG. 
The Board unanimously approved the recommendations for the Ricoh project. 
The PDB recommendation were also approved by the Board 
 
Getting Building Fund (GBF) 
PD outlined the current requirement and what had happened in terms of a submission by 
CWLEP on behalf of both Coventry and Warwickshire. The focus from BEIS was on 18-month 
deliverable projects and a programme of projects has been submitted via the CA for Coventry, 
with a sperate submission for Warwickshire. These projects were taken from 51 projects worth 
£95.7m all of which were subject to a C&W review, to meet our own criteria and that of BEIS. 
Coventry projects totaled £11.725m and those submitted for Warwickshire £8.1m. The 
expectation is this will be policed on the same basis as the LGF but also included CA 
requirements. PD further outline some of the details of the projects that had been submitted. 
NA noted there was also a £1m allocation to 5G part of which will come to Coventry. In addition, 
Dudley have received £12m+ towards the VLR Innovation Centre where the VLR track will be 
tested which will help accelerate the Coventry based VLR project.  
Further discussion around the compacted submission process and the difficulties faced during 
engagement were shared. 
The Board endorsed the project selection and the submissions made. 
 
WMCA Economic Recharge Submission 
The full submission document was included in the papers for review. PD noted C&W were very 
well represented to ensure we were part of the £3.2b submission 
 

9. Finance and Governance Board 
SF outlined the F&G latest meeting updates noting that the meeting was quorate. SF reported 
HBO had carried out an audit of the LGF processes and confirmed there were no issues. Funding 
applications for a Careers Hub Labour Market S/w tool was agreed. A minor alteration to the 
Local Assurance Framework for an update to the F&G Board make up.  
A review of the ongoing liability of CWLEP in the event it was closed has had its 6 monthly 
review and it was reported we have more than sufficient funds to ensure any liabilities are met 
in such an event. 
SF reported that all companies accounts had been reviewed and look to be around budget 
noting it was quite early in the financial year. Champions revenues were reported as holding 
quite nicely. 
Where events that CWLEP undertook to support have been cancelled we undertook an exercise 
to see what could be recovered mainly around MIPIM and Venturefest, which are ongoing. 
The Scheme of Delegation has had some administrative changes around payments to ensure 
correct processes were observed with ‘four eyes’ accountability. 
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9. AOB 
PD noted work was going on with both CU and WCC to ensure we are covid secure in order for 
staff to return to the respective offices. 

 
 
 
 

10. Confidentiality 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Next Meeting: 12th October 2020 
Venue: TBA 
 
Meeting Close: 11:55 a.m. 


